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GENDER DISCRIMINATION AND STATELESSNESS IN THE GULF COOPERATION COUNCIL STATES

Betsy L. Fisher*

ABSTRACT

Using the Gulf Cooperation Council countries as a case study, this Article outlines the ways in which gender and birth status discrimination create new cases of statelessness. These occur when women are legally unable to convey their nationality to their children. This Article studies gender and birth status discrimination in nationality laws and in civil registration, family, and criminal law in each GCC state: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Ending statelessness will require these states to end discrimination against women and non-marital children in all of its forms in law and practice.
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INTRODUCTION

Many children are born without a nationality because their parents’
country of nationality discriminates on the basis of gender or birth status1
in the text or implementation of civil registration, family, and criminal law.2
This Article examines the six states of the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC)—Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United
Arab Emirates (UAE)—to address how gender and birth status discrimina-
tion in law and practice creates a significant risk of statelessness.3

In each GCC state, it is crucial for governments to correct gender-
discriminatory nationality laws.4 But to end and prevent new cases of state-
lessness, GCC states will also have to correct gender and birth status dis-
crimination in law and practice regarding civil registration, civil status, and
criminal law.

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and
its global partners launched an ambitious plan in 2014 to end statelessness
by 2024, listing ten specific actions that will reduce or prevent statelessness.5
Action 3 of the plan aims to “[r]emove gender discrimination from nation-
ality laws,”6 and Action 7 aims to “[e]nsure birth registration for the preven-
tion of statelessness.”7

1. Birth status discrimination refers to discrimination against a child because her par-
ents were not married at the time of conception or birth.
2. See infra Parts II, III, IV, and V (discussing the ways in which gender discrimination
in nationality, civil registration, family, and criminal law, respectively, can result in
cases of statelessness).
3. I do not focus on the GCC as an organization. This Article instead focuses on the six
states that are members of the GCC as case studies because of their similar legal
systems that have extensive gender and birth status discrimination. I use the term
“GCC states” as shorthand to refer to the six member states collectively.
4. See generally U.N. High Comm’r for Refugees, Background Note on Gen-
der Equality, Nationality Laws and Statelessness 2016 (Mar. 8, 2016),
http://www.refworld.org/docid/56de83ca4.html (denoting the nationality laws of
each GCC State as discriminating on the basis of gender).
5. United Nations High Comm’r for Refugees, Global Action Plan to End
6. Id. at 1.
7. Id.
This Article reinforces UNHCR’s goal of ending statelessness by 2024 by explaining the full range of state action that creates statelessness and must be reformed to reach UNHCR’s goal. By studying one group of countries in depth, this Article also provides an analytical framework that researchers and advocates can use to evaluate other countries’ laws and practices and to advocate for reforms that will end, reduce, and prevent statelessness.

A. Statelessness

Citizenship is the legal bond between an individual and the state. A stateless person is someone who is “not considered as a national by any State under the operation of its law.” Many international human rights treaties indicate that each individual has the right to a nationality, including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). All of the GCC states have ratified the CRC and two have ratified the ICCPR.

A person can be stateless not just when they are not entitled to nationality in any country’s nationality law, but also when no State considers the

8. European Convention on Nationality art. 2(a), Nov. 6, 1997, E.T.S. No. 166 (“'[N]ationality' means the legal bond between a person and a State . . . .”).
11. G.A. Res. 44/25, Convention on the Rights of the Child, art. 7, opened for signature Nov. 20, 1989 (entered into force Sept. 2, 1990) (stating that "each child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have the right from birth to a name [and] the right to acquire a nationality") [hereinafter CRC].
person to be a national as it implements its law.15 As such, determining whether a person is stateless requires study beyond the provisions of nationality law. Adjudicators determining whether a person is stateless must consider other provisions of law that may affect whether an individual is in fact treated as a national, such as civil registration, family, and criminal law. They must also look at how those laws are implemented.

B. International Law and Non-Discrimination

International law states that women should receive equal treatment to men, and non-marital children to marital children,16 without regard to arbitrary distinction by their governments. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “[e]veryone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.”17

Numerous widely-ratified international instruments followed the UDHR and include similar language prohibiting discrimination, among them the ICCPR,18 the CRC,19 and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.20


16. I use the terms “non-marital child” and “birth status” to avoid the pejorative terms “illegitimate child” and “illegitimacy.” See Solangel Maldonado, Illegitimate Harm: Law, Stigma, and Discrimination against Nonmarital Children, 63 FLA. L. REV. 345, 345 n.1 (2011) (discussing the evolution of language used to describe children born to parents who are unmarried).

17. UDHR, supra note 10, art. 2.

18. ICCPR, supra note 12, art. 2(1) (guaranteeing “the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as . . . sex . . . birth or other status.”).

19. CRC, supra note 11, art. 2(1) (guaranteeing “the rights set forth in the present Convention to each child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the child’s . . . sex . . . birth or other status.”).

These principles of non-discrimination apply to each substantive right contained within the treaties, including the right to a nationality and the right to be registered at birth. Discrimination is defined widely as “any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference or other differential treatment that is directly or indirectly based on the prohibited grounds of discrimination and which has the intention or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of Covenant rights.” Under international law, women and men have an equal right to convey nationality, and every child is entitled to receive a nationality. These rights cannot be contingent on gender or birth status.

C. Gulf Cooperation Council States

Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) are located in the Arabian Gulf. Each State has significant wealth, offers citizens comprehensive social services funded from extensive oil reserves, and is ruled by absolute or near-absolute monarchs.

---

21. Comm. on Econ., Soc. & Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 20, Non-Discrimination in Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (art. 2, ¶ 2, of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights), ¶ 7, U.N. Doc. E/C.12/GC/20 (June 10, 2009) (hereinafter Non-Discrimination in Economic, Social and Cultural Rights) (referring to the ICESCR to note that “[n]on-discrimination is an immediate and cross-cutting obligation in the Covenant. Article 2, paragraph 2, requires States parties to guarantee non-discrimination in the exercise of each of the economic, social, and cultural rights enshrined in the Covenant and can only be applied in conjunction with these rights.”).

22. UDHR, supra note 10, art. 15; CRC, supra note 11, art. 7; ICCPR, supra note 12, art. 24(3).

23. CRC, supra note 11, art. 7.


25. See UDHR, supra note 10, art. 2; CRC, supra note 11, art. 2(1); ICCPR, supra note 12, at 2(1); ICESCR, supra note 20, art. 2(2).


27. Farea Al-Muslimi, A History of Missed Opportunities: Yemen and the GCC, CARNEGIE MIDDLE EAST CENTER (Jan. 5, 2016), http://carnegie-mec.org/diwan/62405?lang=EN (discussing how instability and underdevelopment have led GCC states to resist admitting Yemen to the GCC).


29. Id. at 76 (noting that each of the monarchies of Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE have “near-absolute power.”).
The six GCC states have long hosted populations of stateless persons, though data on the numbers of stateless persons in the region is elusive.\(^{30}\) UNHCR estimates that Kuwait hosts 93,000 stateless persons, Saudi Arabia 70,000, and Qatar 1,200, but it does not provide estimates on the number of stateless persons in Bahrain, Oman, or the UAE.\(^{31}\)

Most stateless people in the region are *bidoon*, an Arabic term which means ‘without,’ short for *bidoon jinsiya*, which means ‘without nationality.’\(^{32}\) These individuals are descendants of people who lived in the Gulf long before the GCC states’ independence from colonial rule.\(^{33}\) Thousands of residents in the region failed to register as citizens in post-independence censuses, and they and their descendants have been considered stateless ever since.\(^{34}\)

Other stateless individuals in the Gulf are refugees. Palestinian refugees migrated there after the founding of the State of Israel.\(^{35}\) Saudi Arabia hosts a large population of Rohingya, an ethnic minority of Muslims from Burma (or Myanmar) who are subjected to significant human rights abuses in Southeast Asia.\(^{36}\) These individuals generally traveled to Saudi Arabia for the *hajj*, or Islamic pilgrimage, and could not or did not leave after completing it.\(^{37}\)

\(^{30}\) See *Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion, The World’s Stateless* 105 (2014), \url{http://www.institutesi.org/worldstateless.pdf} (noting “substantial under-reporting on statelessness in UNHCR’s statistics with respect to [the Middle East and North Africa].”).


\(^{34}\) *Id.* at 6.


\(^{36}\) Dickinson, *supra* note 33; *Van Waas, supra* note 33, at 18.

\(^{37}\) Dickinson, *supra* note 33.
Some stateless populations in the Gulf are direct and recent creations of GCC states’ policies. Kuwait and Bahrain have stripped their nationality from political activists as punishment for their vocal dissent. Finally, nationals of GCC states may find themselves stateless due to so-called ‘technical causes,’ or gaps in nationality law or other provisions of law. As this Article will discuss, gender discrimination is a particular cause or risk factor for statelessness.

D. Outline

This Introduction is followed by four substantive Parts and a Conclusion. Part I surveys the nationality laws of each GCC State and analyzes the gaps created by gender discrimination in each country’s law. By conveying nationality exclusively or primarily through the father, many categories of children are left vulnerable to statelessness. Part II surveys civil registration laws in GCC states, documenting the common law and practices that prevent mothers or single parents from registering the births of their children. Children whose births are not registered may, later in life, be unable to prove their nationality and become stateless. Part III discusses the risks of statelessness that result from gender discrimination in family law, notably law and policy establishing paternity for non-marital children and restrictions on marriages to non-nationals. Finally, Part IV discusses criminal law, and in particular criminalization of adultery. Non-marital children are generally considered to be children of unknown origin and will receive na-


39. See infra Part I. The label ‘technical causes’ refers to a gap in law that renders a person stateless. For example, a child could be born in a country with that conveys nationality on a jus sanguinis (through parentage) basis to parents who are nationals of a country with a jus soli (through birth in territory) system. The child would not be eligible for nationality from either the place of birth or her parents’ country of nationality. This should not obscure that many of these ‘technical’ gaps in law discriminate on the basis of gender or birth status, and thus are forbidden by international law. Take, for example, a child who is rendered stateless because she cannot receive her mother’s nationality. This is not simply an unlucky ‘technicality’ or gap in law that violates the child’s right to a nationality. The country has actively discriminated on the basis of gender. Where statelessness is created by a gap in law relating to discrimination on the basis of gender or birth status, we should not hesitate to name it as a violation of international human rights as well as a ‘technical’ cause of statelessness.

40. See infra Parts I–IV.
tionality on that basis. They will, however, also face significant social stigma and be separated from their families.

I. NATIONALITY LAWS

Part I.A describes the nationality laws of each GCC state, outlining the discriminatory elements of each state’s law. Part I.B then analyzes these laws to assess the risks of statelessness created by the gender and birth status discrimination in each country’s nationality law. It concludes that allowing women to convey nationality on a basis equal to men is a vital step to ending statelessness in GCC states.

A. Provisions of Nationality Law

Each GCC state’s nationality law has a *jus sanguinis*, or hereditary, system that transmits nationality to children at birth by default through the child’s father.41 This default creates significant risks of statelessness, particularly for children of two stateless parents, a stateless father, or a father who for any reason cannot convey his nationality to his children.

1. Bahrain

Bahrain conveys nationality to children born to a Bahraini father, but its law states that children of Bahraini mothers and non-Bahraini fathers receive Bahraini nationality only when the father’s identity is unknown or paternity is not established.42 This means that the children of two stateless parents, stateless fathers, or fathers unable to convey nationality, will always or almost always be born stateless.

Bahrain reported in a human rights review that “Bahraini law guarantees the right of Bahraini women to enjoy equality with men in respect of the acquisition of Bahraini nationality.”43 Technically, Bahraini law does not distinguish between boy-children and girl-children44—but the plain text of its law discriminates between fathers and mothers. Its claim that its obviously inequitable law is equitable is troubling. Bahrain reported that the policy of conveying nationality through the father is “a position upheld by

41. UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMM’R FOR REFUGEES, BACKGROUND NOTE ON GENDER EQUALITY, supra note 4, at 3.
42. Citizenship Act (as amended in 1981) art. 4 (Bahr.).
44. Citizenship Act (as amended in 1981) art. 4 (Bahr ) (stating that the children of Bahraini fathers are Bahraini, without distinction as to boy-children and girl-children).
experts in private international law [because it affirms] a feeling of national belonging and of the spiritual bond linking a person to the nation to which his forefathers belonged.”45 Bahrain also defended its nationality law as being “characterized by a large measure of progressiveness and by conformity to human rights principles.”46

Bahrain claimed that its nationality law was in full compliance with international law, but also promised that it would amend its nationality law to eliminate the law’s gender discrimination. In 2010, it reported that “[e]fforts are being made to amend the current Nationality Act in order to ensure that Bahraini women married to foreigners have the right to transmit Bahraini nationality to their children.”47 In 2011, Bahrain reported that “measures [were] currently being expedited to formulate a draft amendment to the Nationality Act, which will observe the principle of gender equality.”48 No such amendment has been adopted as of this writing in mid-2016.

In the meantime, Bahrain has adopted some interim measures, including granting citizenship to small numbers of children of Bahraini mothers and non-Bahraini fathers.49 Bahrain also allows children of Bahraini women married to a non-Bahraini man to access health and education services free of charge, and receive permanent residency with exemptions from the typical application fees.50

2. Kuwait

Kuwaiti law conveys nationality to the child of a Kuwaiti father.51 Children of Kuwaiti mothers and non-Kuwaiti fathers receive nationality only if the father is unknown, paternity is not established, or the non-

46. Id.
51. Nationality Law (1959) art. 2 (amended) (Kuwait).
Kuwaiti father has divorced the mother or is deceased.\textsuperscript{52} Even when the non-Kuwaiti father dies or divorces the mother, the child receives nationality only by decree (rather than automatically) and only at the age of majority.\textsuperscript{53} This means that children remain stateless for their entire childhood and are not guaranteed to receive nationality even if their non-Kuwaiti father dies or divorces their mother. Kuwaiti law leaves a significant risk of statelessness for the child of stateless parents, a stateless father, or a father who is unable to convey nationality.

The safeguard granting nationality to children of a divorced or widowed Kuwaiti mother previously married to a non-Kuwaiti man was adopted in 1980.\textsuperscript{54} Kuwait cited this action thirty years later in a human rights review as evidence that Kuwait is “constantly striving to broaden the scope for children of a Kuwaiti mother to be granted Kuwaiti nationality in the light of developments and as warranted by humanitarian considerations.”\textsuperscript{55} Treaty bodies, though, have reported their “concern” about Kuwait’s gender discriminatory nationality law and the lack of safeguards against statelessness for children born in Kuwait.\textsuperscript{56}

To these concerns, Kuwait gave its reassurances that “the provisions of Kuwait’s Law No. 15 of 1959 on nationality are consistent with” the requirement that every child receive a nationality because “[e]very child whose father is a Kuwaiti citizen is entitled to Kuwaiti nationality, regardless of whether the child is born in Kuwait itself or abroad.”\textsuperscript{57} Again, this law discriminates against Kuwaiti mothers, and without any other safeguards, leaves significant risk for children of Kuwaiti mothers and non-Kuwaiti

\textsuperscript{52} Id. at arts. 2, 3, 5(2).
\textsuperscript{53} Id. at art. 5(2). It should be noted that naturalization of children at the age of majority “is entirely at the discretion of the Minister of the Interior and is only granted by decree. Attempting to secure their rights, families affected by this issue say they are individually told that ‘You are at the top of the list’ by registration officials. Some have been ‘at the top of the list’ for years.” REFUGEES INT’L & OPEN SOCY FOUNDS., WITHOUT CITIZENSHIP: STATELESSNESS, DISCRIMINATION, AND REPRES-SION IN KUWAIT, supra note 32, at 10.
\textsuperscript{55} Id.
fathers to be stateless. In 2011, the Kuwaiti government announced that *bidoon* would have access to certain public services such as education and civil registration documents, but the U.S. Department of State reported that this has been implemented unevenly, and many *bidoon* are still denied access to services. 58

3. Oman

Omani law grants nationality to any child of an Omani father. 59 The child of an Omani mother and a non-Omani father will receive Omani nationality only if the child’s paternity is unestablished or if the child’s father formerly had Omani nationality and had since become stateless. 60 An additional safeguard states that a child born and residing in Oman can receive nationality if the child’s father was born in Oman, was stateless when the child was born, and continues to be stateless. 61 A recent proposal in Oman’s legislative body, the Shura Council, sought to remove gender discrimination from the nationality law entirely, but was promptly tabled. 62 Oman’s nationality law means that the child of two stateless parents, a stateless father, or a father who cannot convey nationality, may be stateless. 63 Despite the clear discrimination against mothers, Oman reached the puzzling conclusion that its nationality law has “no discrimination between men and women as regards citizenship. Any person, male or female, born in Oman or outside the country to an Omani father is Omani.” 64 Like Bahrain, Oman noted that the children of Omani fathers will receive nationality, regardless of the child’s gender. Oman thereby concluded that its law is in full compliance with international law.

4. Qatar

Qatar grants nationality to any child born to a Qatari father, but it makes no provision whatsoever for Qatari women to transmit their nation-

---

60. Id. at art. 1(2).
61. Id. at art. 1(4).
ality to their children. The only provision for children of Qatari women and non-Qatari men is that these children are supposed to be given priority for naturalization. Naturalization will provide only very limited relief to children of Qatari mothers, since “Qatari nationality shall not be granted to more than fifty (50) applicants in one calendar year.” Further, naturalized Qataris receive second-class citizenship rights to those of native-born Qataris. This law is discriminatory and leaves stateless nearly every child whose father cannot convey nationality.

5. Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia automatically transmits nationality to children of Saudi fathers. The nationality law dictates that the child of a Saudi mother and non-Saudi father receives the mother’s nationality only if the father is of an unknown nationality or is stateless. Children born outside Saudi Arabia to a Saudi mother and non-Saudi father can apply for Saudi nationality at the age of majority if the individual meets several conditions. However, human rights reports note that citizenship law in Saudi Arabia is not implemented as written. In practice, nationality is “legally derived only from the father” and the child of a Saudi mother and a stateless father would be stateless. Children of two stateless parents, a stateless father, or fathers who cannot convey their nationality are extremely vulnerable to being stateless.

Gender discrimination in Saudi Arabia’s nationality law has been noted by several UN treaty bodies. Saudi Arabia’s assessment of its own performance is rather glowing, asserting that “there is no discrimination

65. Acquisition of Qatari Nationality (Law No. 38/2005).
66. Id. at arts. 1(4) & 2.
67. Id. at art. 17.
68. Id. at art. 16 (noting that “[n]aturalized Qataris shall not be equated with Qatari nationals in terms of the right to work in public positions or work in general until five (5) years after the date of naturalization. Naturalized Qataris shall not be entitled to participate in elections or nominations or be appointed in any legislative body.”).
69. Citizenship System (Res. No. 4/1954) art. 7 (amended) (Saudi Arabia).
70. Id.
71. Id. at art. 8.
against women in the provisions of the Nationality Law.” Nonetheless, its law discriminates against women and creates significant risks of statelessness.

6. United Arab Emirates

Emirati law conveys nationality to children of an Emirati father. The child of an Emirati mother receives Emirati nationality only if the child’s paternity is unestablished, the child’s father is unknown, or the father does not have a nationality. In practice, though, the U.S. Department of State reports that children of stateless fathers also remain stateless.

Human rights treaty bodies have regularly noted that the UAE’s nationality law discriminates against women and recommended reform of these provisions. Despite the plain discrimination of these laws, the UAE boldly proclaimed that its laws “do not distinguish among its citizens on grounds of sex.” UAE has announced plans to grant over 2,000 children nationality based on their mother’s Emirati nationality. This is not reflective of a policy change, but is instead a one-time grant of nationality to children of Emirati mothers and foreign fathers. Emirati law discriminates against women and leaves children vulnerable to being stateless.

76. Id. at art. 2(c).
B. Analysis of Nationality Laws

Gender discrimination in these nationality laws creates many gaps in which children may be born without a nationality. No GCC country has a residual clause indicating that children of its nationals who would otherwise be stateless will receive nationality, nor does any GCC country have a residual clause indicating that children born in their territory who would otherwise be stateless will receive nationality.\(^81\) Thus, in each country, the child of two stateless people will be stateless.

Qatar’s law has the widest gaps of all, since its law contains no circumstances in which the child of a Qatari mother and non-Qatari father can receive Qatari nationality.\(^82\) Thus, if for any reason the child of a Qatari mother and non-Qatari father is not able to take her father’s nationality, the child will be stateless. If a child is born in any of these states to a national mother and a foreign father whose State conveys nationality purely on a jus soli basis, that is, conveying nationality through birth in territory, the child will be stateless.

In most cases, it seems that the child of a GCC national mother and a stateless father will also be stateless. Only Oman, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE’s nationality laws provide a safeguard if the father is stateless.\(^83\) Human rights reports indicate that the safeguards are not implemented in Saudi Arabia and the UAE.\(^84\) It is unclear if Oman’s safeguard for the children of stateless fathers is implemented.

Five of the GCC countries have safeguards that allow women to convey nationality to their children in situations when the father is unknown or paternity is unestablished.\(^85\) As I have written elsewhere:

Provisions that allow children to take the mother’s nationality where the father’s identity or nationality is unknown, taken literally, mean that the mother does not know who the father is.

---

\(^81\) Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness arts. 1(1), 3–4, Aug. 30, 1961 (entered into force Dec. 13, 1975) (requiring signatory states to grant nationality to several groups of individuals in its territory who would otherwise be stateless).

\(^82\) Arabic Title [Acquistion of Qatari Nationality] (Law No. 38/2005) arts. 1–2.

\(^83\) Saudi Arabian Citizenship System (Res. No. 4/1954), as amended, art. 7.

\(^84\) Country Reports 2015: Saudi Arabia, supra note 72; Country Reports 2015: U.A.E, supra note 77, at 17 (“Because children derive citizenship generally from the father, bidooon children born within the country’s territory remained stateless”).

\(^85\) Citizenship Act (1963) art. 4 (amended 1981) (Bahr.); Nationality Law (1959) arts. 2, 3, 5(2) (amended) (Kuwait); Nationality Law, art. 1 (Oman); Nationality Law (No. 38/2005) arts. 1, 2 (Qatar); Nationality Regulations (No. 4/1954) arts. 7, 8 (amended) (Saudi Arabia); Nationality Law (No. 17/1972) art. 2 (amended 1975) (U.A.E.).
Such provisions do not include situations in which a woman knows who the father of the child is, but is not married to the father. Thus, if a child results from adultery or even rape, the child would not take the mother’s nationality because the father is not unknown.86

As this Article will discuss below, each of the GCC states criminalizes at least some forms of sexual contact between unmarried individuals.87 If a mother were to request that her child receive her nationality but the father’s identity or nationality is unknown or paternity is not established, the woman would be admitting to criminal conduct.

By establishing a default in which women cannot convey nationality to their children, each GCC State creates a significant risk of statelessness for a child of two stateless parents, a stateless father, or a father who is unable to convey nationality. A few safeguards are in place allowing some GCC national mothers to convey her nationality to her children when the father’s identity or nationality is unknown or paternity is not established. However, it is unclear whether these safeguards are implemented, and the criminal penalties for adultery make it unlikely that children can access those provisions. The laws create statelessness and discriminate on the basis of gender, and these cases of statelessness are directly attributable to the laws’ gender discrimination.

II. GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN CIVIL REGISTRATION LAW

This Part describes how children can become stateless as a result of gender and birth status discrimination in civil registration law. Part II.A outlines the legal provisions for civil registration in each GCC state, and Part II.B provides an analysis of the risk of statelessness created by each.

While gender discrimination in nationality law is a major cause of statelessness in the region, statelessness can result from causes other than gaps in nationality law. A person is stateless any time no State considers them to be a national under the operation of its law.88 Gender discrimination in civil registration law impedes women’s ability to register their children’s births, and restrictions on registering non-marital children may

87. See Part IV infra.
prevent mothers and fathers alike from registering the births of their children, thereby limiting the children’s ability to gain nationality.

All of the GCC states have ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which requires governments to register the births of all children within its territory. When a country conveys nationality on a *jus soli* basis, a birth certificate showing the child’s birth in the country’s territory verifies the child’s entitlement to nationality. Likewise, when a country conveys nationality on a *jus sanguinis* basis, a birth certificate showing the child’s birth to her parents shows the child’s entitlement to nationality. When a child’s birth is not documented, the child’s nationality may not be recognized by her state of nationality for lack of proof that she is entitled to that nationality. If she does not have another nationality, she will likely be left stateless. Even where nationality law technically allows a woman to convey nationality to her children, this right may be completely theoretical if the mother cannot register the births of her children and thereby prove the child’s nationality.

### A. Provisions of Civil Registration Law

#### 1. Bahrain

Bahrain’s civil registration law lists several categories of people with responsibility to report a birth, among them “one of the parents of the child.” Human rights reports suggest that, in practice, the father is required to submit an application for a birth certificate in person. Further, Bahraini law requires a marriage certificate for parents to register a birth, and without a marriage certificate, the child is treated as the child of unknown parents. In the latter situation, the child would receive Bahraini

---

89. CRC, *supra* note 11, at art. 7.
91. *Id.*
92. *Id.* at 153.
93. *Id.*
94. Civil registration laws from these countries are not widely published. This Section is based on the best information available to the author after extensive research of English and Arabic legal sources. The most recent versions of the civil registration laws here are on file with the author, and the references here are based on the author’s translation of the original versions of the laws in Arabic, which are also on file with the author.
95. Law for Birth and Death Registration (No. 6/1970) art. 3(1) (Bahr.).
97. Law for Birth and Death Registration Law (No. 6/1970) art. 1 (Bahr.) (outlining that, in cases of unestablished paternity, a child is treated in the same manner as a foundling, or the child of unknown parents).
nationality, but her birth certificate would record her birth as if she had been found in the street, with no legal relationship to her biological parents.

2. Kuwait

Kuwaiti civil registration law does not clearly state whether mothers can register the births of their children or not. It gives primary responsibility for reporting the birth to the child’s father, and if he is not available, “other adult relatives” then assume responsibility for reporting the births. It is not clear whether this refers only to male relatives or whether mothers might also be included. Migrant workers giving birth in Kuwait have had difficulties receiving birth certificates for their children.

3. Oman

Under Oman’s Civil Status Law, a newborn must be registered within two weeks of birth. Responsibility for registration falls first on the father, then on a variety of other individuals in a specified order—a person is made responsible only if the preceding individuals are unavailable. Last on the list of eligible persons to register the child’s birth is the mother. It is unconfirmed whether women can register their children’s birth in practice.

4. Qatar

The text of Qatari civil registration law was updated in 2016 to explicitly allow the mother to register the birth of a child. Qatari government publications state that marriage certificates are required to register the birth of a child.

98. Birth and Death Registration Law (No. 36/1969) art. 3 (Kuwait).
99. Id.
102. Id. at art. 16.
103. Id.
104. Birth and Death Registration Law (No. 3/2016) art. 3(5) (Qatar).
105. Issuing the Birth Certificate, QATARI GOVERNMENT http://portal.www.gov.qa/wps/portal/ut/p/a0/NYoxFo1wEETPPyPy6QT771E4rCvVuE1yR9jkSVeX7awmpn_x_b2ZxuSiMxIYx47_c3LOcMMPnnm1N63OaWFTHTN0T_Qa18SCLM8b9lewVAp4GvffgSoNG0R9Rtnj1ozjOovVGRFexK44aqwCUyQOxVBzyxCHwogaDtrkm-f28APWYakI/ (last visited Sep. 23, 2016) (requiring a marriage certificate to register a child).
5. Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia’s civil registration law gives health institutions primary responsibility for reporting births. The law does explicitly mention that mothers can register the births of their children if health facilities, delivering doctors and midwives, and fathers are each unavailable. However, human rights reports state that “only the father can register a birth.” Saudi government publications indicate that birth registration requires the parents to present a marriage certificate.

6. United Arab Emirates

Emirati civil registration law does not clearly give women the ability to register the births of their children. However, ministerial regulations implementing civil registration law are clear that births can only be registered with a marriage certificate. If parents cannot provide a marriage certificate, they must present a “final court judgment” before the child can be registered. This “judgment” likely refers to a criminal judgment against the parents. When non-Emirati women have children out of wedlock in the United Arab Emirates, they must present a marriage certificate to register the birth of a child; in turn, a couple must present a marriage certificate to be issued the family register, as it is “issued to married couples only.”
UAE, “only the courts can issue a birth certificate, and . . . they normally do so after a conviction [for having sexual contact outside of marriage].”

B. Analysis of Civil Registration Law

Every GCC country’s civil registration law provides a list of individuals responsible for documenting a child’s birth, with legal responsibility falling to each individual in the order they are listed (meaning that the second person on the list faces personal liability for failure to register only if the first person on the list is unavailable to do so, and so on). Qatar explicitly allows mothers to register births of their children. While Saudi law explicitly allows a mother to register the birth of her child, it appears that in practice, Saudi Arabia requires the father to register the birth of a child. Under Kuwaiti civil registration law, there is no way for a woman to register the birth of her child. In Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, and the UAE, preference is given to registration by the father and it is unclear whether mothers can register the births of their children or not.

Some, possibly all, GCC states have significant restrictions on the registration of non-marital children. While Kuwait and Oman’s policies are unclear, birth registration in Bahrain, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE requires the parents to show documentation of their marriage. It appears that non-marital children can only be registered as foundlings or orphans—

113. Birth and Death Registration Law (No. 3/2016) art. 16 (Qatar).
114. Civil Registration Act of 2001 art. 29 (Saudi Arabia).
115. See Law Concerning the System of Registering Births and Deaths (No. 36/ 1969) art. 3 (Kuwait) (listing individuals responsible for registering the birth of a child, none of which is the mother).
116. Law Organizing Birth and Death Registration (No. 6/1970) art. 3 (Bahr.) (amended by Law No. 17/1998) (“Responsibility for each listed individual to report falls according to the preceding list and reports shall not be accepted from others than those listed here,” but list does not include mother); Civil Status Law art. 16 (Oman), http://www.civilstatus.gov.om/english/law_03.asp; Law on Birth and Death Registration (No. 5/1982) art. 3 (Qatar) (list of responsible people does not include mother), http://www.sjc.gov.qa/lawlib/criminal_law/criminal/laws/5-1982/1.htm; Law on Birth and Death Registration (No. 18/ 2009) art. 5 (U.A.E.).
117. Amiri Decree (No. 6/1970) art. 1 (Bahr.) (outlining that, in cases of unestablished paternity, a child treated in the same manner as a foundling, the child of unknown parents); Issuing the Birth Certificate, QATARI GOVERNMENT, supra note 105 (requiring a marriage certificate to register a child); Services, SAUDI MINISTERIAL AGENCY OF CIVIL AFFAIRS, https://www.moi.gov.sa/wps/portal/Home/sectors/civilaffairs/contents/url/4p7z0o4_Sj9CPykssyOxPLMmMz0vMAnfjoo8aiDxNTy4MYTYy8LrUwC3AwA48z82iBdPyXicf31vSf8CzAmPu6VgY5ag7f5jaUxfKzZlpmjkJlW1phZVKxogMYcTi0qy0xOLVYw1C_IjooEANMXHRQ/ (requiring a family reg-
meaning that for the child’s birth to be registered and to receive nationality, the State must treat the child as one without known parents. The child would receive nationality, but would then have no documented or legal relationship to her biological parents.

When women are deprived of the ability to register their children and non-marital children cannot be registered, international norms forbidding discrimination on the basis of gender and birth status are violated. This discrimination also increases the likelihood that children will go undocumented and will face difficulty accessing services like education or health care. As noted above, birth registration is crucial to ensuring that children receive the benefits of nationality and do not become stateless later in life because they lack proof of their identity. To ensure that all children are registered at birth, the international community must address gender discrimination in civil registration law.

III. GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN FAMILY LAW

This Article has outlined how gender discrimination in nationality law and civil registration law can result in new cases of statelessness. This Part describes how two issues in family law, often referred to as civil status or personal status law, can create a risk of statelessness.

Part III.A describes how law and policies on establishing paternity can leave children vulnerable to statelessness. When, as seen in Part I, a child must receive nationality from her father, proving the relationship to the father becomes extremely important to avoid statelessness. Throughout the GCC states, there are limitations on ways to establish paternity outside of marriage or against a husband who disclaims paternity of his wife’s children.

Part III.B describes how restrictions on marriage to foreigners can leave children vulnerable to statelessness. When the State does not recognize a marriage between its citizen and a non-national, it may treat the child of that marriage as non-marital children. The State also discriminates on the basis of gender.

---

118. See Citizenship Act (1963) art. 5 (amended 1981) (Bahr.) (“A person shall be regarded a Bahraini national if born in Bahrain for unknown parents. An illegal child shall be deemed to have born in Bahrain, unless proved to be otherwise”); Nationality Law (1959) art. 3 (amended) (Kuwait); Royal Decree (No. 38/2014) art. 11(5) (Oman); Nationality Law (No. 38/ 2005) art. 2 (Qatar) (“Those born in Qatar to unknown parents shall also be deemed to be a naturalised Qatari. Foundlings shall be considered as born in Qatar unless proven otherwise.”); Nationality Law (No. 17/1972) art. 2 (amended 1975) (U.A.E.) (each giving nationality to children born to unknown parents in territory).

119. LAURA VAN WAAS, NATIONALITY MATTERS 155 (2008).
the basis of birth status, a non-marital child may be left stateless. This Part establishes how layers of discrimination on the basis of gender and birth status mean that even the child of a father with nationality of a GCC State can face a serious risk of statelessness.

A. Inadequate Means to Establish Paternity

Family law that prevents children from documenting paternity leaves children vulnerable to statelessness. The absence of policies to allow or compel fathers to acknowledge their children is discriminatory on the basis of birth status. Put simply, if a child is entitled to receive her father’s nationality but has no legal process to confirm her relationship to the father, then the child will not benefit from her father’s nationality and may become stateless.

The risk that a child will be left stateless can arise when the biological parents are “married but the father disclaims paternity; the parents are married but the marriage is not recognized by the state; the father wants to verify paternity but is legally barred from doing so because the couple is not married; or the parents are not married and the mother or the child want to verify paternity but do not have a way to force the father to acknowledge paternity.”

Gulf countries are generally recalcitrant to use DNA testing to establish paternity because, throughout the region, traditional interpretations of sharia’, or Islamic canonical law, remain foundational to family law systems. Interpretations of sharia’ are extremely detailed when addressing family law and propose traditional ways of establishing paternity other than scientific methods of proving biological relationship.

Under traditional interpretations of Islamic law, the legal notion of paternity “has always been connected with licit sexual relationship . . . [C]hildren born within wedlock are automatically attached to the

120. Family laws from these countries are not widely published. This Section is based on the best information available to the author after extensive research of English and Arabic legal sources. The most recent versions of the civil status laws are on file with the author, and the references for several countries’ civil status laws are based on the author’s translation of the original versions laws in Arabic, which are also on file with the author.

121. Fisher, Working Paper, supra note 26, at 4; see also Rebecca Torr, DNA Test to Decide Boy’s Future . . ., GULF DAILY NEWS (Bahtr.) (Aug. 17, 2008), http://www.gulf-daily-news.com/NewsDetails.aspx?storyid=226531 (discussing a case in Bahrain in which the parents had not registered their marriage, and DNA testing was necessary to verify the child’s paternity).

bona fide husband who also becomes the bona fide father.”

More than a question of biology, paternity is a matter of a legal relationship (marriage) between the child’s mother and father. Every GCC State except Saudi Arabia has a codified family law that draws upon the sharia’, though Bahrain in 2009 only codified family law for the Sunni population (leaving the Shia’ population without a codified family law).

1. Provisions of Family Law

a. Bahrain

Bahrain’s Sunni family code establishes maternity automatically at birth and presumest paternity for the husband of the child’s mother. A husband can disclaim paternity of his wife’s child, but only when DNA evidence confirms that the husband is not the father. This DNA prerequisite ensures that a biological father cannot disown a child through mistake or fraud; this is an important safeguard against statelessness.

Bahraini civil registration law has a strong preference for establishing paternity through marriage between parents: “The principal means of proving filiation is through the existence of a valid marriage; the other means are exceptional and serve to establish the filiation of those born out of wedlock and the consequent rights to inheritance, custody and guardianship.”

News reports from Bahrain seem to indicate that paternity can be established in sharia’ court through DNA testing. Human rights activists in

123. Id. at 158–59.
125. Family Law (No. 19/2009) art. 71 (Bahr.) (“Filiation of the mother is established and its effects ensues whether it was the result of a legal relationship or an illegal relationship resulting in birth, or the admission of the mother”).
126. See id. at art. 75 (Bahr.). Article 75 establishes two prerequisites for this presumption to stand: (1) the marriage has lasted at least as long as the legally prescribed minimum period of pregnancy, and (2) the absence of proof that the two have not consummated the marriage or have a disability preventing consummation. See id. at art. 75(a) and (b).
127. See id. at art. 79; see also Welchman, supra note 124, at 176–177.
128. Comm. on the Rights of the Child, Second and Third Periodic Reports of States Parties Due in 1999, ¶| ¶ 113–14, U.N. Doc. CRC/C/BHR/2-3 (Feb. 12, 2009); see also Family Law (No. 19/2009) (Bahr.) (establishing paternity for the husband of a mother, for a parent who acknowledges a child, or provision of evidence as outlined in sharia’).
Bahrain confirm that a father can be forced to acknowledge the child on the basis of DNA. It seems that establishing paternity may only occur through criminal proceedings in which paternity is established, but the father also faces criminal judgment for fathering a non-marital child.130

New cases of statelessness appear to arise with some frequency for children born to single mothers in Bahrain who are unable to prove paternity.131 In many cases, the child is entitled to the nationality of the parent’s country, but that government will not recognize a child without birth documents.132

b. Kuwait

Under Kuwaiti civil status law, the husband of a child’s mother is presumed to be the father.133 If the husband swears a series of oaths that he is not the father, the presumption of paternity is rebutted."134 There does not appear to be a DNA requirement before the father can deny paternity. Kuwaiti law allows parents to acknowledge paternity outside of the presumption of paternity in marriage, but there is an explicit exception for children resulting from adultery.135

It is apparently possible to force a father to take a paternity test to prove the paternity of a child, but this again appears to be in the context of criminal proceedings to establish criminal responsibility for the act of fa-

130. See E-mail from Bahraini human rights activist, to author (Oct. 7, 2014) (on file with author).
133. Personal Status Law (No. 51/1984) art. 169 (Kuwait). There are numerous exceptions, including if the child is born outside the legally prescribed period of pregnancy or if the man is proven to be infertile. See id. at arts. 169, 168, 172.
134. Fisher, Working Paper, supra note 26, at 4; see also Personal Status Law (No. 51/1984) arts. 166, 169, 177–80 (Kuwait). Note that news reports included at least one case of DNA testing against a potential father. See Pregnant Filipina - 6 Kuwaitis Called to Take DNA Test, KUWAIT TIMES (Apr. 11, 2014), http://news.kuwaittimes.net/pregnant-filipina-6-kuwaitis-called-to-take-dna-test/.
135. See Personal Status Law (No. 51/1984) art. 173 (Kuwait).
thering a non-marital child. An official, quoted in a newspaper article, stated that:

“[I]f a pregnant married woman comes to the hospital without a marriage certificate, she will be placed in this ward till she brings the certificate. If the unmarried mother is a Kuwaiti national, the police will arrest the father and force him to marry her. If he denies and the DNA test proves he is not the father, then she as the rest of expat single mothers will go to jail until the court decides what will happen with her.”

(c. Oman

Omani civil status law automatically establishes a mother’s parent-age. It also automatically establishes a mother’s husband as the father of the child, though the husband is allowed to deny paternity by swearing an oath that he is not the father. It does not appear that there is a DNA requirement before a husband can deny paternity of his wife’s child.

(d. Qatar

Qatari law is silent on whether the mother’s parentage is automatically established, but one scholar suggests that Qatari law presumes maternity for a child. It explicitly establishes a mother’s husband as the father automatically, though the law allows the husband to deny paternity by swearing an oath that he is not the father. It does not appear that Qatar requires the father to pass a DNA test before disclaiming paternity for his wife’s child. Qatar recently passed legislation to establish a DNA database that is primarily intended for use in criminal investigations. Since adultery is a crime

136. See Pregnant Filipina, supra note 134.
138. See Personal Status Law (No. 32/1997) arts. 73, 75 (Oman).
139. See id. at arts. 70–71. Exceptions include if the childbirth occurs outside the legally-prescribed period of pregnancy. Id.
140. See id. at arts. 70, 79–89.
141. See id. at arts. 78–79.
142. See Welchman, supra note 124, at 173–74.
143. See Family Law (No. 22/2006) arts. 86, 88 (Qatar). Exceptions include if the childbirth occurs outside the legally prescribed period of pregnancy. See id.
144. See id.
145. See id. at art. 96; see also Welchman, supra note 124, at 176–77 (describing means to disclaim paternity in Bahraini, Qatari, and Emirati law).
in Qatar, DNA testing for paternity is consistent with a criminal DNA database. It is not clear if Qatar uses DNA merely to punish or also to establish paternity and convey nationality.

e. Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia’s Basic Law of 1992 declares Islamic *sharia*’ law to be the basis of the country’s entire legal system, but Saudi Arabia has not codified a personal status or family law. As a concept of *sharia*’ family law, a husband can disclaim paternity of his wife’s child without passing a DNA test through a series of oaths that also result in divorce. For mothers and children seeking to establish paternity, it is not clear that there is any way for a child born to unmarried parents to confirm paternity or receive nationality from her Saudi father.

Children who are not acknowledged by their fathers are at a severe risk of statelessness. In one case in Saudi Arabia, a woman’s son was born with a congenital heart defect, but because the father refused to acknowledge the child, the child could not obtain Saudi nationality, a Saudi nationality card, or, derivatively, treatment in public Saudi hospitals. The Saudi government intervened to insure that the child could receive access to life-saving medical treatment.

f. United Arab Emirates

Emirati law automatically establishes a mother’s parentage, and also establishes a mother’s husband as the child’s father. Like other states listed above, Emirati fathers can disclaim paternity without DNA tests by taking a series of oaths. The putative father must disclaim paternity by swearing in *sharia*’ court four times that the child is not his within seven

---

147. Article 48 reads, “The Courts shall apply rules of the Islamic Sharia in cases that are brought before them, according to the Holy Qur’an and the Sunna, and according to laws which are decreed by the ruler in agreement with the Holy Qur’an and the Sunna.” See also arts. 1 and 7 (affirming the role of Islam in Saudi law and government); Fisher, Working Paper, supra note 26, at 5.


150. Id.


152. Family Law (No. 28/2005) art. 90(1) (U.A.E.). Exceptions are listed if the childbirth occurs outside the legally prescribed period of pregnancy or if intercourse between the couple is physically impossible. Id.

153. Id. at art. 96; see also Welchman, supra note 124, at 12–13 (describing means to disclaim paternity in Bahraini, Qatari, and Emirati law); Bassma Al Jandaly, *Paternity Denial Cases on the Rise in Courts*, GULF NEWS (U.A.E.) (Nov. 28, 2007), http://
days of learning of the child’s birth and file an affidavit stating the same within one month of learning of the child’s birth. While Emirati family law states that “scientific means” can be used to negate paternity where paternity has not been legally established, it does not explicitly require DNA testing before allowing a father to deny paternity.

Principles allowing a father to acknowledge a child explicitly exclude children of adultery. When a mother attributes paternity to a man but the alleged father disputes paternity, the father is essentially being accused of the crime of adultery, and DNA tests are used to determine the father’s guilt.

A husband who disclaims paternity may face criminal time if his accusation that his wife committed adultery proves false. The mother, of course, faces criminal time if it is proven that she is pregnant with another man’s child. If the couple are long divorced, or were never married, demonstrating paternity would be a criminal matter from the beginning. DNA tests are the “last option for courts” and are treated as corroborative rather than determinative. In some instances, Emirati courts “could not force a man to accept paternal responsibility”—even when DNA tests conclusively proved parentage.

---

154. Id. at art. 96(5).
155. Id.
156. Id. at art. 92 (allowing a father to admit paternity unless paternity resulted from adultery).
159. Id.
2. Analysis of Family Law

While each of the five GCC codified family laws provides some way for a husband to disclaim paternity for his wife’s child, none of them explains how a non-marital child can force her father to acknowledge paternity. Kuwaiti, Omani, Qatari, and Emirati law provide that a mother’s husband is automatically established as the father, but the husband is given an opportunity to deny paternity by swearing an oath that he is not the father. However, none of these states’ family laws establish a way to force a man to acknowledge paternity, whether with DNA testing or otherwise.

As seen above, children are generally unable to take their mother’s nationality or to have their births registered by their mothers. If the child cannot establish her relationship to her father, the child will likely be stateless. Inability to establish paternity creates statelessness only in conjunction with other forms of discrimination. When women are prevented from registering the births of children, inability to establish paternity becomes a serious issue that could create new cases of statelessness. In order to ensure that all children are born with a nationality and to eradicate statelessness, the international community must address birth status discrimination in civil status law.

B. Restrictions on Marriage to Foreigners

The GCC states violate international principles of non-discrimination by placing limitations on marriages between their citizens and foreigners. Some of these regulations are also gender-discriminatory because they limit one gender’s choice of partner more strictly than the other’s. Most limit the rights of husbands to marry foreign wives. Since citizenship is conveyed through fathers, in essence these restrictions give the government authority to scrutinize who will marry its male citizens and become mothers of its next generation of citizens. These regulations can result in statelessness because, when nationals break these rules, the children resulting from unrecognized unions may be viewed as non-marital children and as such be unable to receive nationality.

161. Personal Status Law (No. 51/1984) arts. 169–71, 177–80 (Kuwait); Personal Status Law (No. 32/1997) arts. 70, 89–79 (Oman); Welchman, supra note 124, at 12–13 (describing means to disclaim paternity in Bahraini, Qatari, and Emirati law). However, in at least one case in Kuwait, there were reports of DNA testing against potential fathers. See Pregnant Filipina, supra note 134.
163. ICCPR, supra note 12, art. 2(1); ICESCR, supra note 20, art 2(2); CRC, supra note 11, art. 2(1); Fisher, Working Paper, supra note 26, at 5.
For nationals living overseas, it may be difficult to obtain all the necessary paperwork to complete an application for governmental approval prior to marriage. Some couples may not even be aware of the restrictions and may marry without government approval. Some couples may decide to defy a rejected application and marry despite the regulation. In any of these cases, children resulting from an unrecognized union are likely to be treated as non-marital children. As outlined above, non-marital children may not receive nationality or may face significant obstacles to registration.

1. Provisions of Family Law

a. Bahrain

Bahrain requires Bahraini nationals to seek court approval before a Bahraini man over the age of 60 can marry a woman who is not a GCC national, and before a Bahraini woman under the age of 20 can marry a foreigner who is over the age of 50.\textsuperscript{164}

b. Kuwait

Kuwait’s restrictions on marriages to foreigners are limited, requiring men serving in the Kuwaiti military to receive government approval before a marriage to a foreign woman. Human rights reports show that in practice this prior approval requirement is a formality that does not prohibit marriages.\textsuperscript{165}

c. Oman

In Oman, marrying a foreigner “without ministry approval may result in denial of entry for the foreign spouse at the border and preclude children from claiming citizenship rights. It also may result in a bar from government employment and a fine of 2,000 rials ($5,200).”\textsuperscript{166} Oman’s restrictions appear to leave children vulnerable to statelessness at birth.

\textsuperscript{164} Family Law (No. 19/2009) art. 21 (Bahr.); Welchman, supra note 124, at 163–78.
d. Qatar

Qatar requires its citizens to obtain prior approval before marrying non-Qatars, but government permission is “generally granted.”\textsuperscript{167} Prior to registering the birth of a child to a Qatari father and a non-GCC national mother, however, the father must present documentation of his permission to marry the child’s mother as part of the birth registration process.\textsuperscript{168} In some instances, this may create a risk of statelessness.

e. Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia has long imposed restrictions that require prior approval for a Saudi man to marry a woman from outside GCC states. The Saudi government recently enacted further regulations as well as total prohibitions on marriages between Saudi men and women of Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chadian, or Burmese nationalities.\textsuperscript{169} These new restrictions will increase the number of children born to Saudi men vulnerable to statelessness.\textsuperscript{170} The Saudi Gazette summarized the recent requirements:

Applicants should be over 25 and attach identification documents signed by his local district mayor as well as all other identity papers, including a copy of his family card. If the applicant is already married, he should attach a report from a hospital proving that his wife is either disabled, suffering from a chronic disease or is sterile . . . . Saudi men have been prohibited from marrying expatriate women from Pakistan, Bangladesh, Chad and Myanmar. According to unofficial statistics, there are about 500,000 women from these four countries currently residing in the Kingdom.\textsuperscript{171}

The child of any Saudi man who breaks this law will be at a severe risk of statelessness. Because Saudi Arabia does not recognize foreign marriage


\textsuperscript{168} See \textit{Obtain Birth Certificate, Qatar e-Government}, http://portal.www.gov.qa/wps/portal/ut/p/a0/NYoxFo1wEETPyPp6eQTS71EjrcpVuE1bYR9khSVeX7awmpn\_x_b2ZxuG5iM1JYa47\_c3LOcMMPnm1N630aWFTHN07Qa18SCLMbf9eulwVAq4GvfgsoNG0Rtqnn1ozjOovVGRaFexK44agwCvQoxVBxtCHwogaDr\_km-f28APWYykj/ (last visited Oct. 3, 2016).


\textsuperscript{170} See Country Reports 2015: Saudi Arabia, supra note 72, at 29.

\textsuperscript{171} \textit{Rules for Saudi Men Marrying Foreign Women}, supra note 169.
certificates, the child of an unapproved union would be treated as a non-marital child, could not be registered, and would thus be stateless.\textsuperscript{172}

There are many possible combinations of a Saudi father, a non-GCC mother, and a given place of birth that would result in statelessness. Consider a Saudi man married to a Burmese national, one of four nationalities the Saudi man is prohibited from marrying. Burma's nationality law recognizes a child as a Burmese national only when both parents are Burmese nationals.\textsuperscript{173} Since Burma does not allow for dual nationality,\textsuperscript{174} the child could not receive Burmese nationality, nor would the child receive Saudi nationality.

Of more than 1,800 cases filed in Saudi Arabia in 2014 seeking to establish paternity, most “were filed by Saudi husbands who had married foreign women without government approval.”\textsuperscript{175} Saudi fathers whose marriages are not registered can apply for an entry visa for their children and finish the paperwork granting nationality once in Saudi Arabia.\textsuperscript{176} If the father is deceased, does not take these necessary steps, or has married a woman whom he was forbidden from marrying, it is not clear that the child has any way to receive Saudi nationality. If a marriage is not registered and approved, and if the Saudi father refuses to acknowledge the child as his, the child will not receive Saudi nationality.\textsuperscript{177}

\textit{f. United Arab Emirates}

An Emirati woman must seek government approval prior to marrying a foreign man, and if she does not, she may be denationalized.\textsuperscript{178} Emirati men who serve in the Emirati military must apply for government

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{173} See Country Reports 2015: Saudi Arabia, supra note 72, at 25.
\item \textsuperscript{174} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{176} See High Comm’r for Refugees, \textit{Universal Periodic Review: The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia}, 3 (2013).
\item \textsuperscript{177} See Country Reports 2015: Saudi Arabia, supra note 72, at 29.
\end{itemize}
permission to marry a foreign woman,179 but are otherwise “free to marry foreign women.”180

2. Analysis of Family Law

Each GCC country imposes restrictions on marriage to foreigners, ranging from restrictions that do not prevent marriages to restrictions, particularly those of Oman, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE, that are severe and can create new cases of statelessness.

Restrictions on marriage to foreigners result in statelessness because of other layers of gender and birth status discrimination. Children born to couples whose marriages are not recognized will be treated as non-marital children. As seen above, non-marital children will often not receive nationality from their fathers. Gender discrimination means that mothers cannot convey nationality. Birth status discrimination means that non-marital children cannot receive nationality from their fathers. Even the child of a married couple can be left stateless when states refuse to recognize marriages between their citizens and foreigners. GCC states must reform these restrictions and the other forms of discrimination that leave children without a nationality in order to prevent new cases of statelessness within their borders.

IV. CRIMINALIZATION OF ADULTERY

This Part discusses criminal bans on non-marital sexual intercourse in GCC countries. For the sake of simplicity, this Part refers to “adultery” to include cases both where at least one partner is married and where neither partner is married.181

Laws that criminalize adultery violate international law in at least three ways. First, adultery prohibitions violate an individual’s right to pri-


181. In U.S. jurisdictions, “adultery” is the term for sexual intercourse between a married person and someone not their spouse, while “fornication” is the term for sexual intercourse between two unmarried people. See Adultery, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014). The term in Islamic law, “zina,” though subject to different interpretations, generally refers to any form of sexual intercourse between a man and woman who are unmarried. PETERS, R., Zinā or Zinā’, in ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF ISLAM (P. Bearman et al. eds., 2d ed. 2012).
privacy and family life. Second, when drafted or implemented in ways that discriminate against women, as is usually the case, adultery prohibitions violate the international norm of non-discrimination on the basis of gender. Third, if a single parent must choose between abandoning the child and facing criminal penalties, the parent is forced to choose between fundamental human rights of the child’s nationality and family unity. Yet these laws exist in each of the GCC states and are actively enforced in at least five.

No international instrument demands that states decriminalize adultery, but it is clear from numerous widely-ratified instruments that private behavior of consenting adults should not be criminalized. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights prohibits interference with an individual’s privacy or with an individual’s freedom of association. The right to found a family is guaranteed equally to men and women and is not conditioned on marital status. A child’s right to know and be cared for by her parents, not conditioned on her parents’ marital status, is recognized in numerous instruments. Consent ing adults have the right to associate as they see fit, and, if they bear children, to raise and care for those children, regardless of their marital status.

Adultery laws disproportionately burden women, who are more easily determined to be parents and whose sexuality is more often the subject of scrutiny and societal control. Adultery laws have been consistently implemented in ways that discriminate against women. In places where

---


183. See UDHR, supra note 10, arts. 12, 20 (right against arbitrary interference with privacy or family life and freedom of association); see also ICCPR, supra note 12, arts. 17, 22, 23(3) (right against arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy and family life, right to freedom of association, and right to marriage free from coercion).


185. See CRC, supra note 11, art. 2(1) (indicating that the rights in the CRC are not conditioned on distinctions of “sex, nationality, ethnicity or any other status of a child’s parents or legal guardians”).


187. Liat Kozma, The Pregnant Bride: Non-Marital Sex in Middle East Societies, in Untold Histories of the Middle East 70, 73 (Selçuk Aşın Somel et al. eds. 2010) (discussing how Middle Eastern society places greater control on women’s than men’s sexual behavior).

traditional Islamic penal laws are used, “nearly all those sentenced . . . to lashing, imprisonment or death by stoning, have been women.”

The potential for criminal charges is often compounded by lifelong societal discrimination against single parents and their children, as well as the threat of violent retribution for transgressing traditional notions of family “honor.”

The UN Working Group on Discrimination against Women in Law and in Practice has stated that “the mere fact of maintaining adultery as a criminal offence, even when it applies to both women and men, means in practice that women mainly will continue to face extreme vulnerabilities, and violation of their human rights to dignity, privacy and equality.”

Laws that criminalize adultery violate international law and can generate new cases of statelessness. The Committee on the Rights of the Child has noted its concern “that the criminalization of sexual relations outside marriage prevents the registration of children born out of wedlock and may lead to their abandonment.” In at least one GCC state, parents cannot usually register a non-marital child’s birth until they have served a criminal sentence as punishment for adultery.

Laws criminalizing adultery also pit a child’s nationality against a child’s right to family life. As a result of harsh criminal provisions and societal repercussions, many children in GCC states are simply abandoned in
It is some small comfort that GCC states have foundling provisions that allow abandoned children to receive a legal identity and nationality, as required by the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in Article 7(1).

An abandoned non-marital child will not receive nationality from her parents, since her parents will be unknown. Instead, she will receive a legal identity and nationality because she will be treated as a foundling—an infant whose identity is unknown and who is taken as a ward of the state. The child’s legal identity and nationality comes at a cost of the child’s right to family unity, which is also guaranteed in Article 7(1). When parents are forced to choose between imprisonment for themselves and statelessness for their children or abandoning their children so that their children can legally exist, the human rights of both the parents and child have been violated.

A. Criminalizing Adultery and Protections for Non-Marital Children

1. Bahrain

Bahrain criminalizes adultery only if at least one partner is married. A spouse who commits adultery is subject to two years’ imprisonment. It is presumed that one partner’s marriage is known unless the other could not have known of the marriage, which may be the case if the married partner actively deceives the partner as to their marital status. Bahraini criminal law does not require a complaint from the adulterer’s offended spouse.


195. Citizenship Act art. 5(b) (amended 1981) (Bahr.); Nationality Law (1959) art. 3 (amended) (Kuwait); Royal Decree (No. 38/2014) art. 11(5) (Oman); Nationality Law (No. 38/2005) art. 2 (Qatar); Nationality Regulations, (No. 4/1954) art. 7 (amended) (Saudi Arabia); Nationality Law (No. 17/1972) art. 2(E) (amended 1975) (U.A.E.) (each giving nationality to children born to unknown parents in territory).

196. CRC, *supra* note 11, art. 7(1).


198. Penal Code of 1976, art. 316 (Bahr.).

199. *Id.*

200. See *id.* (listing the elements of the crime of adultery, which do not include a complaint filed from the adulterer’s spouse or guardian).
The text of the penal code does not discriminate on the basis of gender. Bahrain vigorously enforces its criminal ban on adultery.

2. Kuwait

Kuwaiti criminal law criminalizes non-marital sexual conduct only if at least one partner is married. Adulterers are subjected to imprisonment of up to five years and/or fined 5,000 dinars. If an unmarried participant knows that their partner is married, they are subject to imprisonment of up to three years and/or fined up to 3,000 dinars.

An individual cannot be prosecuted for adultery in Kuwait without charges from the offended spouse, and if the offended spouse reunites with the offending spouse, the criminal proceeding stops. The text of the penal code does not discriminate on the basis of gender.

Kuwait actively enforces its criminal ban on adultery. During the pregnancy period, unmarried women are confined to an “illicit pregnancy

201. See id. (describing an offender as a "spouse").
203. References to Kuwait's penal code are based on the author’s translation of the original versions laws in Arabic, which are on file with the author.
205. Id.
206. Id.
207. Id.
208. See id. at art. 195 ("[E]very married person—man or woman—who has sexual intercourse with a person not their spouse . . . shall be punished . . . .")
ward” from which “[t]hey are not allowed to leave and outsiders are not allowed to enter.” 210 An official stated that:

Even if a pregnant married woman comes to the hospital without a marriage certificate, she will be placed in this ward till she brings the certificate. If the unmarried mother is a Kuwaiti national, the police will arrest the father and force him to marry her. If he denies and the DNA test proves he is not the father, then she as the rest of expat single mothers will go to jail until the court decides what will happen with her. 211

These policies impose significant costs on non-marital parents and mean that non-marital children will receive nationality only after separation from their parents.

3. Oman

Omani criminal law criminalizes all non-marital sexual contact, and adulterers are subject to imprisonment for terms ranging from three months to three years. 212 An individual cannot be prosecuted without a complaint from the adulterer’s spouse or guardian, and if the complainant drops the charges, all procedures and punishment ceases. 213 The text of the penal code does not discriminate on the basis of gender. 214 No reports of prosecution for adultery were found.

4. Qatar

Qatar’s penal code criminalizes all non-marital sexual contact. 215 Any man or woman having sexual contact with another person above 16 years of age without compulsion, duress, or ruse, is subject to seven years of imprisonment. 216 Penalties are enhanced for aggravating factors including lack of consent, ruse, and if the perpetrator knew that the victim was of diminished

211. Id.
213. Id. at art. 227.
214. See id. at art. 225 (“Every man or woman who committed the act of sexual intercourse without a legally valid marriage contract between them shall be punished . . . ”).
216. Id. at arts. 281–82, 285.
capacity. The text of the penal code does not discriminate on the basis of gender. Qatar enforces its criminal ban on adultery.

A recent news report from a Qatari English-language news outlet summarized the situation for women who are pregnant out of wedlock:

Many unmarried women who find themselves [pregnant] leave the country to avoid prosecution, . . . others are unable to leave because their sponsor will not give them an exit permit. These women serve their jail terms with their infants. Many women whose sponsors refuse to let them leave Qatar run away and seek help from their embassy – but most still land in jail, as the deportation center which they are required to pass through carries out regular pregnancy tests . . . .

Others are excused from jail time if the father of the baby agrees to marry the mother . . . . The authorities check the immigration records of unaccompanied mothers to find out whether they visited their home countries around the time of conception, or whether their husband visited them in Qatar around the same time . . . .

Single parents in Qatar, whether Qatari or otherwise, face significant penalties for having non-marital children. Non-marital children’s right to a nationality comes at a cost of their ability to live with their family.

5. Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia is the only GCC State that does not have a general, codified criminal law. Saudi criminal judgments are determined by Islamic judges according to Saudi Arabia’s strict interpretation of sharia’ law, which includes criminalization of adultery. A top official in 2005 promised to

217. Id. at arts. 283–84, 286–87.
218. See id. at art. 281. (“Whoever copulates with a female . . . shall be punished . . . . The same penalty shall also be imposed on the female for her consent.”).
221. Country Reports 2015: Saudi Arabia, supra note 72, at 2 (“Since the country lacks a written penal code . . . punishment—including the imposition of capital punish-
promulgate non-binding guidance on what conduct would be considered criminal; it does not appear that this was ever done. Instead of a fixed penal code, the Saudi criminal justice system fixes criminal punishments based on its interpretation of *sharia’* law.

Sexual contact outside of marriage can carry a death sentence. Saudi Arabia’s criminal justice system does not appear to give spouses or guardians a particular role in prosecution. Saudi Arabia’s criminal ban on adultery is actively enforced.

6. United Arab Emirates

The UAE’s criminal law considers all sexual contact outside of marriage to be “the crime of indecent assault with mutual consent”—essentially a “simple” form of sexual assault, with rape or sexual assault treated as an aggravated form of the same crime. It is punishable by imprisonment for at least one year, but is subject to greater penalties if the partner is under fourteen years of age or the act is committed by coercion. Emirati law does not require spouses or guardians to file a complaint before the State can prosecute adultery. The text of the penal code does not discriminate on the basis of gender. The UAE’s criminal ban on adultery is actively enforced.


223. See id. at 2 (“Since the country lacks a written penal code . . . punishment—including the imposition of capital punishment—is subject to considerable judicial discretion in the courts [but includes adultery].”).

224. See id. at 2–3 (noting that adultery or sexual relations outside of marriage, including allegations of rape, are punishable, including by the death penalty).


227. Id.
against Emiratis and migrant workers, and often overlooked for expatriate nationals of Western countries.228

Only a court can issue a birth certificate to a non-marital child, and “they normally do so after a conviction [for adultery].”229 Prosecutions for adultery included a 2010 door-to-door campaign to locate and prosecute unmarried couples living together.230 In 2012, the UAE announced an amnesty for residents who had overstayed their visas and promised that individuals with expired visas could come forward and simply be sent home.231 But when non-Emirati single mothers came forward with children, they “instead were imprisoned for adultery, sex outside marriage and having [non-marital children].”232 For non-Emiratis, a conviction of adultery generally includes an order of deportation.233 For the woman to leave the country with the child, she must finish a jail sentence for adultery, and the child will be imprisoned with her.234 As with other GCC states, the UAE’s criminal law imposes significant penalties for adultery.235 This is the only State where it is clear that a non-marital child’s birth can be registered, though the child’s


229. Issa, supra note 112.


231. Issa, supra note 112.

232. Id.


mother must first complete a prison term in most instances for this to occur.236

B. Analysis of Criminal Law in GCC States

GCC states’ definitions, punishment, and enforcement of adultery prohibitions differ on several key points. While most GCC states consider adultery to be a distinct crime, the criminal codes of two countries, the UAE and Qatar, treat consensual sexual relations between unmarried adults as just another form of sexual assault, grouped with offenses such as incest and rape.237

States’ definitions of adultery can be divided along several axes. First, states differ as to whether adultery between unmarried people is criminal. In Bahrain, adultery is criminalized only if one or both partners is married, and if both partners are unmarried, the sexual contact falls beyond the definition of criminal adultery.238 In Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE, all sexual relations between unmarried individuals is criminal adultery in all cases even if neither partner is married.239

States also vary on whether complainants, which can be either the offended spouse or an unmarried woman’s guardian, must bring charges before a prosecution can begin, or whether the State can bring charges without a complainant. This essentially gives the offended spouse the choice to keep the affair private or to bring the State into the matter, initiate prosecution, and make the affair public. The criminal laws of Kuwait and Oman explicitly require a spouse or guardian to file a complaint before an individual can be prosecuted.240 The complainant also has the right to drop charges at any point, including after sentencing, and thus stop any stage of prosecution or imposition of punishment.241 The other countries do not

238. Amiri Decree (No. 15/1976) art. 316 (Bahr.).
require a complaint from a spouse, meaning that the State can initiate prosecution.242

Punishments vary widely for adultery across the GCC states. The UAE allows for a one-year sentence.243 Oman and Bahrain provide for up to two years’ imprisonment.244 Kuwait provides for up to five years’ punishment.245 Qatari law provides for seven to fifteen years of punishment.246 Saudi Arabia enforces its law, including the possibility of death by stoning for married adulterers, though its punishment is not codified.247 Prosecutions are widespread in the Gulf. Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi, and the UAE each rigorously enforce bans on adultery, particularly against foreign, female domestic laborers.248

Laws that criminalize adultery violate an individual’s human right to privacy and freedom to found a family and enjoy family unity. Because they are consistently drafted or implemented in gender-discriminatory ways, they generally violate the well-established norm of non-discrimination in international law. And when criminal laws condition a child’s ability to receive nationality on her parent abandoning her to the State or completing a prison term, the laws leave children vulnerable to statelessness. They demand a choice between the fundamental human rights of nationality and legal identity, on one hand, and the right to family life, on the other hand.

242. See Amiri Decree (No. 15/1976) art. 316 (Bahr.) (listing the elements of the crime of adultery, which do not include a complaint filed from the adulterer’s spouse or guardian); Penal Code (No. 11/2004) arts. 281–88 (Qatar); Penal Code (No. 3/1987) art. 356 (amended 2005 and 2006) (U.A.E.).
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247. See Country Reports 2015: Saudi Arabia, supra note 72, at 2 (“Since the country lacks a written penal code . . . punishment—including the imposition of capital punishment—is subject to considerable judicial discretion in the courts [including for adultery].”).

V. Conclusion

This Article has expanded on current literature by providing a comprehensive survey of gender and birth status discrimination in one region of the world, the six countries of the GCC. In doing so, it illustrates the need to survey risks of statelessness beyond nationality law. Scholars and advocates seeking to identify causes of statelessness in any region or legal system should take a broad view of possible causes of statelessness. They should closely study nationality law and practice—as well as civil registration, family, and criminal codes and the implementation of each of these areas of law.

Discrimination on the basis of gender and birth status can result in children being born without a nationality. As legal systems layer forms of discrimination, the potential causes of statelessness increase. Mothers in the GCC states of Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE have extremely limited abilities to convey nationality to their children or to register their children’s births. States also discriminate against non-marital children, meaning that children who are born to unmarried parents may not be able to receive their parent’s nationality.

Discrimination in countries’ family law and criminal law combines with nationality and birth registration discrimination to create even further risks of statelessness. When a child cannot establish her legal connection to her father by verifying paternity but nationality is conveyed through the father, the child is at a severe risk of statelessness. The child is in a similar situation if the parent’s country does not recognize the parents’ marriage. Finally, criminal prohibitions against non-marital sexual conduct pit a parent’s ability to raise the child against the child’s right to a nationality.

Each of these forms of discrimination inherently contravenes international law and human rights guarantees, and by creating new cases of statelessness, perpetuates other human rights deprivations. To reach the goal of ending statelessness by 2024, these forms of discrimination must be addressed and reformed. ✤